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. Technical Market Action 

The market continued its advance for the fifth successive day 
on Monday with the industrial gaining 2.46 points and the rails up 
1.24., The day's highs were 200.80 and as compared with bull nmrket 
tops of 207.49 and 68.42, tuld the February lows of 184.05 and 59.86. 

While the short term trend nw.y oontinue somewhat higher over 
the next day or two, believe the market is near a top. The market 
has now advanced to a point where increasingly heavy resistance will be met 
on any extension of the advance. There is a considerable supply of stock 

. overhead in the 200-207 area and at least a temporary setback can be expected 
before the advance is resumed. 

From an intermedic.te Viewpoint, also believe the market looks 
high enough for the time being. The market has reached (and fractionnlly 
passed) the indicated 200-197 area, which was the writer's objective for the 
ra+ly. In addition, the price objectives of individual issues, as listed 
in last week's letter, have JIIOetly been reached. For example -

Anaconda 
Atchison 
Bethlehem Steel 
Chrysler 
General Rlotors 
Southern PacifiC 
U. S. Steel 

Ob,lective 
48-49 

105-107 
106-109 
130-132 

75-77 
62-64 
88-90 

Monday's 
High 
47 1/2 

107 
105 
130 

73 1/2 
62 
85 ,/8 

The reaching of objectives, plus the fact that'the industrial 
average has rallied almost 17 points from the February lows and is in an 
area of heavy reSistance, indicates that a sideline position may be the'wiser 
course at the moment. Advise liquidation of all intermediate trading 
recommendntbns and a 100% liquid position in intermediate term accounts. 
Believe a further re-accuculation area must be built up before the main ad-
vance is o.gain resumed. This may necessitate a further testing of the 
February lows and a market between roughly '200 and 185, 

There is no chc.nge in the long term trend which still indicates 
substantially higher levels after the intermediate is completed, 

March 25, 1946 

EDMUND W. TABELL 

SHIELDS & COMPANY 
Closing 

Dow-Jones Industrials 
Dow-Jones RAils 

200.55 
64.73 

Th. opinion. expressed in thi. letter are the penonel interpretanon of charts by 
Mr. Edmund W. T ebell end are not presented e. the opinion. of Shield. &: Company. 


